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OVERVIEW

➢ Corpus Linguistics: what is it?

➢ What is a corpus?

➢ Concordance lines

➢The corpora online

➢What shall we explore? 

Discovering patterns

➢ Patterns in the classroom - activities



CORPUS LINGUISTICS: WHAT IS IT?

“Corpus linguistics of the 80’s and 90’s can 

be defined as a branch of general linguistics 

that involves the analysis of  large machine-

readable corpora of running text, using a 

variety of software tools designed specifically 

for textual analysis.” (Laviosa, 2002:6)



IT INVOLVES...

➢ the analysis of language in use/empirical    

data - (new) findings and inferences

➢ observation vs. intuition/introspection

➢ questioning: langue/parole (Saussure);    

competence/ performance (Chomsky)

Language is seen as a social phenomenon -

uses which can be empirically studied

But is it a theory?          A methodology? 

An approach?



WHAT IS A CORPUS?

“A corpus is ‘a collection of texts assumed to be 

representative of a given language, dialect or other 

subset of a language, to be used for linguistic 

analysis.’” (Francis, 1992, in Sinclair, 1992:2 apud 

Laviosa 2002:6)

• the researcher/linguist can work with samples of texts

• compilation criteria - representativeness

• authentic material - always obtained from sources of 

language in use

• computer-stored information - it can be manipulated 

through specially developed search tools



(Tognini-Bonelli 2001:3)

A TEXT A CORPUS

read whole

read horizontally

read for content

read as a unique event

read as an individual act 

of will

instance of parole

coherent communicative 

event

read fragmented

read vertically

read for formal patterning

read for repeated events

read as a sample of social 

practice

gives insights into langue

not a coherent 

communicative event



CONCORDANCE LINES

“A concordance is a collection of the

occurrences of a word-form, each in its own

textual environment.” (Sinclair, 1991)

Search word: centralized and followed by its

original co-text → the words it occurred with

in the corpus.



Example:

concerned about the way the western nations lavishly use the 

earth's diminishing resources. The 

theatre. [p] [p] Though many of the camps are lavishly equipped 

(even with electricity in the 

guide to Art Deco style. Paperback, 80 pages, lavishly illustrated 

in colour and black and white. 

the Roman invasion to the Battle of Britain. Lavishly illustrated 

with photographs, paintings and 

Elton John, Bernie Taupin [/h] [p] In this lavishly illustrated 

book the poetry of the lyrics of 

of classic pop, rock and soul covers. This lavishly produced and 

seductive selection includes

by Lydia Greeves and Michael Trinick, and lavishly illustrated with 

colour photographs, it 

with a ferocity that is truly shocking in a lavishly equipped four-

door sedan, particularly so

for nearly three months," he says, pulling lavishly at the bottle. 

`They had already lost one 

selected for detailed reproduction in this lavishly illustrated 

volume. Text is meanwhile kept

of religious drag. [p] Piere et Gilles is a lavishly illustrated 

catalogue of some of their best 



Aspects to observe:

• the horizontal and vertical axis;

• the most visible repetition of words that collocate with   

the node (to the right and to the left);

• the repetition of patterns in the light of grammatical   

categories;

• repetition at the semantic and functional levels   

(semantic field and semantic prosody);

Summarizing: we should read vertically, read 

fragmentarily and focus on repeated events.

(Tognini-Bonelli, 2001)



THE CORPORA ONLINE

➢ BNC (British National Corpus)

A closed corpus of 100 million words of British 

English, both spoken and written. It was 

concluded in 1995 and generates 50 

examples with the search word. 

Access to the whole corpus: through 

purchase.

Online access:

http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/

http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc

http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc


➢ COCA – The Corpus of Contemporary 

American English

• 520 million words (1990 – 2015)

• includes 20 million words each year

• equally divided among spoken, fiction, popular   

magazines, newspapers, and academic texts 

• search different genres at different periods of time

• semantically-based research (little/small,   

republicans/democrats)

• free online access at

http://corpus.byu.edu/coca

http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/


TALL



HIGH



➢ WEBCORP

• accesses the World Wide Web as a corpus

• tool constantly revised

• provides more specific and detailed    

linguistic search

• results are presented in concordance lines   

(link to the web page)

Online access: http://www.webcorp.org.uk

http://www.webcorp.org.uk/








We should have in mind:

1- What lexical patterns is the word part of?

2- Does the word regularly associate with particular     

other meanings?

3- What structure(s) does it appear in?

4- Is there any correlation between the word’s uses/     

meanings and the structures in which it     

participates?

5- Is the word associated with (any position in any)      

textual organization? 

(Hoey, 1997)



BUT WHAT EXACTLY SHALL WE EXPLORE?

DISCOVERING PATTERNS

➢ Collocation

A recurrent lexical combination which is non-idiomatic 

and cohesive; its elements are contextually restricted 

and co-occur arbitrarily. (Tagnin, 1998) 

“The way words combine in a language to produce 

natural-sounding speech and writing.” (Oxford 

Collocations Dictionary, 2002)



Classification Base Collocate Example

Nominal 

collocation

noun noun credit card

labor pains

Adjectival 

collocation

noun adjective upright piano

outside chance

Verbal 

collocation

noun verb pay a visit

muster courage

Adverbial 

collocation

verb adverb pay dearly

lie outright

Adverbial 

collocation

adjective adverb awfully sorry

deeply hurt



➢ Colligation

The relation between a pair of grammatical categories 

→ a pairing of lexis and grammar. Example: cases + 

quantifiers - in some cases, in many cases:

cases <some, many, most, more, both, several>
(Stubbs, 2001)

"The interrelation of grammatical categories in 

syntactical structure."
(Firth apud Tognini-Bonelli, 2001:5)



passive or 

modal
+undergo

+adjective

(typical adj.)

+abstract noun

(typical lexical fields)

forced to further medical procedure

required to extensive testing

must major training

etc. severe change

etc. a trauma

etc.

The verb ‘undergo’



➢ Frame

• a discontinuous sequence of two words, positioned   

at one word remove from each other

• highly selective of their collocates. Examples: 

- a + ? + of

- an + ? + of

- be + ? + to

- too + ? + to

- for + ? + of

- had + ? + of

- many + ? + of



AN + ? + OF:

• Measurement and quantifiers (army, average, inch, 

ounce)

• Indicating part of something (edge, end, 

evening,hour)

• Specification of an attribute (array, index)

• Support for the noun following of (act, example, 

expression, object)

• Indicating an activity (extension, explanation,   

invasion)

• Indicating a quality or circumstance (absence,   

awareness)

• Indicating a relationship (enemy, officer)

(Hunston & Francis, 2000)



➢ SEMANTIC PROSODY

“(…) many uses of words and phrases show a 

tendency to occur in a certain semantic 

environment. For example, the verb happen is 

associated with unpleasant things - accidents 

and the like."

(Sinclair apud Hoey, 1997)



CAUSE AND PROVIDE: EXAMPLES

➢ CAUSE → frequently with words for unpleasant 

events: problems, death, damage, concern, trouble, 

cancer, disease, etc.

➢ PROVIDE → with words denoting things which are 

desirable or necessary: information, service(s), 

support, help, money, protection, food, care, etc.

(Stubbs, 2001)



BUT WHY ARE PATTERNS IMPORTANT?

➢ sharing patterns and meaning

Verb+at+noun:

• speaking loudly and unpleasantly:

“I just laughed at him.” “I shouted at her.”

• communicating with a facial expression or gesture:

“We just smiled at each other.”

“You used to wave at me.”

→  Arranging words in groups which share a meaning 

helps making sense of and remembering the pattern.



➢ patterns are a source of mistakes

• important to accuracy and cause a lot of mistakes  

when mis-used. Example:

The noun objective:

* Teachers have the objective to help learners    

acquire natural English. 

Pattern to be used:

‘noun + of + -ing’ - the objective of helping (aim,                                 

function, purpose and role)



➢ knowing a word with its patterns     

encourages fluency

• learners can produce not just one word, but a series of   

words, a phrase, together.

➢ Patterns in the classroom

• Teachers should make sts aware that words have  

patterns which are meaningful → we should not try to  

teach all of them, but show them and emphasize their  

importance.

(Hunston, 2001)



Going back to the corpora online...

Some uses for concs (teaching):

➢ band 

- different meanings of the same word 

➢ well

- different functions of one same word 

➢ shelter

- different grammatical roles of the same word 

➢ depend

- the co-occurrence of grammatical patterns



Now considering the keywords listed in the

next slides: 

➢ can you guess what the material is about? 

➢ Do they belong to the same area/text

typology?







Other uses for keyword lists:

➢ to explore some vocabulary before reading 

a text

➢ to ask sts what they think the text is about



Phraseologies in ESP - results of a corpus-based research

Phraseology (I) Equivalent form (P)

finely chopped bem PICADO, (bem) PICADINHO

peeled and finely chopped DESCASCADO e (bem) PICADO

seeded and finely chopped sem sementes, PICADO; PICADO (e) 

sem sementes

onions, finely sliced cebolas (cortadas) em rodelas (bem) 

finas; cebolas (cortadas) em fatias (bem) 

finas; cebolas cortadas fino/fininho

finely grated ralado

freshly ground black pepper pimenta-do-reino moída na hora

freshly grated nutmeg noz-moscada ralada na hora

freshly chopped parsley salsa/salsinha (bem) picada na hora; 

salsa/salsinha picadinha na hora

cover and simmer gently tampe (a panela) e cozinhe em fogo 

baixo/em fogo brando/lentamente/em 

fogo lento



simmer gently for a few 

minutes

cozinhe em fogo baixo/em fogo brando/ 

lentamente/em fogo lento por alguns minutos 

over a pan of gently

simmering water

em banho-maria

heat gently until melted aqueça em fogo baixo até dissolver/derreter; 

aqueça ligeiramente/levemente até dissolver/ 

derreter

gently fry fritar/frite ligeiramente/levemente/rapidamente; dê 

uma ligeira fritada; refogar/refogue rapidamente/ 

levemente/ligeiramente

gently bring to the boil cozinhe em fogo baixo até ferver/levantar fervura; 

leve ao fogo baixo até ferver/levantar fervura

lightly floured surface superfície levemente/ligeiramente polvilhada com 

farinha; superfície levemente/ligeiramente 

enfarinhada

until lightly browned até começar a dourar; até que comece a dourar; 

até dourar levemente/ligeiramente

lightly oiled bowl tigela untada com um pouco de óleo

thinly sliced CORTADO em fatias (bem) finas

peeled and thinly sliced DESCASCADO e CORTADO em fatias (bem) finas

thinly spread espalhe uma camada fina de + ingrediente



Adverbial collocations in Business - some 

examples

➢ basic and intermediate levels: work closely (with)

➢ advanced level: adversely affect, fall sharply, highly 

competitive, mainly due to (?), rapidly grow, rise 

sharply, work closely (with)

(Santos, 2011)



Work closely with – basic level

➢ Step 1: present six concs (one at a time) – headlines (news)



➢ Step 2: using visual aids, present the picture/question below, 

so that sts shall come up with the unit:



➢ Step 3: present the concordances together:



➢ Step 4: provide some gap-filling exercise for practice

Complete the sentences below with:

a) a verb:

We have also ________ closely with the U.S. government and 

with a number of other institutions.

b) an adverb:

We will work _________ with UNITE and other employee 

representatives to reduce staff number.

c) a preposition:

A Group Corporate Sustainability unit was formed in 2007 to work 

closely _______ individuals and businesses in all customer 

groups.



➢ Step 5: sts use the phraseology to talk about their reality:

(Santos, 2011)



Checklist for developing corpus-based activities:

• Have a clear idea of the point that you want to teach;

• Select the corpus that is the best resource for your lesson;

• Explore the corpus completely for the point you want to teach;

• Make sure that your directions are complete and easy to follow;

• Make sure that your examples focus on the point that you are  

teaching;

• Provide a variety of ways for interacting with the materials;

• Use a variety of exercise types;

• If you are using computers, always have na alternative plan or  

activity in the event of computer glitches. 

(Reppen, 2010)



And now let’s analyze 
some concordance 
lines…



Thanks!!

Helmara


